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TO EXPERIENCE AMAZING

A NEW ERA
OF OPPORTUNITY
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Dear Readers,

A very happy New Year to one and all! Welcome to the start of a brand-new decade –
the 2020’s. It will take some time getting used to writing that.
I suspect many people will currently be reflecting on the events of the last ten years
and considering what might lie ahead for the UAE.
In the real estate world, the 2010’s saw the country shake off the challenges of the
global financial crisis, readjust and re-evaluate, before striding forward with important
new regulatory reforms, exciting new development projects – and a renewed
determination to claim its place on the world stage.
Our cover story casts an analytical eye
over the key trends and innovations of
the last decade and how they set the
stage for a new era of opportunity; the
rise of PropTech, the boom in short term
rentals, co-working spaces coming to
the fore – and of course the advance of
Expo 2020.
Speaking of trends, it’s always
interesting to see how the fortunes of
UAE communities ebb and flow. One
area to watch is Dubai’s City Walk by
Meraas which has carved out an identity
all its own. Prestige takes a stroll around
this stylish, vibrant neighbourhood to
find out why it’s such a hit with residents
and tourists alike.

“...THE 2010’S
SAW THE
COUNTRY
SHAKE OFF THE
CHALLENGES
OF THE GLOBAL
FINANCIAL
CRISIS,
READJUST AND
RE-EVALUATE,
BEFORE STRIDING
FORWARD”
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There are some insightful columns this issue. Nick Grassick, Managing Director at PH
Real Estate explains why co-living is going to reshape the market; Paul Christodoulou,
CEO of Aqua Properties extols the virtues of new payment system Mollak; Saleem
Karsaz looks at why the proposed three-year rent freeze could bring genuine stability
to the market; while Victoria Shabalina, Managing Partner of AX Capital Real Estate
uncovers the allure of branded residences.

While the publishers have made every effort to
ensure the accuracy of information in this
magazine, they will not be held responsible for
any errors therein.

If January has you daydreaming of exotic trips, it’s also worth noting that Lonely
Planet has placed Bhutan in its number one position for getaways in 2020. Not easily
accessed, this spiritual enclave is ideal for those seeking to reconnect with nature and
expand their minds. Read our full guide inside.

Ensure you receive your copy of
Prestige. To subscribe, please visit
propertyfinder.ae
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And if a new era means you want a serious new drive – and you have deep pockets
– Rolls Royce has unveiled its spectacular, slightly menacing Black Badge Cullinan.

Onward and upward.
Michael Lahyani
CEO & FOUNDER

Call 800 LEXUS (53987) Lexus.ae
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B&B Atoll, seat system designed by Antonio Citterio. www.bebitalia.com
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DUBAI
PROPERTY
DEALS HIT NEW
11 YEAR HIGH IN
NOVEMBER

DUBAI’S ECONOMY
TO GROW
3.2 PERCENT
IN 2020

D

The emirate is set to rebound strongly this year,
expanding on the back of a series of economic
stimulus measures introduced in 2018
Image from Shutterstock

D

ubai’s openness and
its support for innovative projects and
entrepreneurship have
made the city an ideal
destination for investment, the emirate’s Crown Prince
Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mohammed
said recently.
“Projected short-to-medium term
economic activity in Dubai indicates
a real GDP growth of 2.1 percent in
2019, 3.2 percent in 2020 and 3.0
percent in 2021,” Sheikh Hamdan
said in a statement issued by the
Dubai government.
Dubai’s economic growth slowed
to 1.7 percent in 2018 but picked up
to grow 2.2 percent in the second
half following the introduction of
stimulus measures by both the federal and the emirate’s government.
The federal government issued
long-term residency visas to attract innovators and entrepreneurs,
whereas the Dubai government cut
municipality fees applied to certain
commercial entities to 2.5 percent
from 5 percent, as well as waiving

aviation sector related fees.
“Major policy initiatives were
introduced and contributed to bolstering domestic demand, reducing
the cost of doing business, boosting
SME liquidity and supporting the
tourism and real estate sectors,”
said Sami Al Qamzi, director general of Dubai Economy. He said the
measures led to foreign direct investment increasing by 41 percent
to Dh38.5bn in 2018.
UAE vice president and ruler
of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed Bin
Rashid, also introduced a 50-year
charter in 2019 which included a
number of measures to boost investment, including the fostering of
a “Dubai Silk Road” to re-establish
the city as a trade hub, the creation
of a geo-economic map highlighting
investment opportunities and a virtual commercial city offering business licences to global investors
without them needing to reside in
the city.
A graph accompanying the statement forecasted strong growth in
several key sectors in 2019 as the
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economy picks up. Tourism growth
is predicted to more than double to
6.6 percent, up from 3.3 percent as
the Expo 2020 event gets under way,
while growth in financial services is
expected to pick up to 2.7 percent,
from just 1 percent in 2019. A revival
in the fortunes of the emirate’s real
estate sector is also predicted, with
growth increasing to 3.6 percent, up
from 2.2 percent in 2019.
Growth in the manufacturing
sector is set to triple — to 3.1 percent, up from 1 percent in 2019.
The improvement in Dubai’s
economy is expected to be achieved
“despite the considerable headwinds
that the world economy is facing due
to rising trade policy tensions and
geopolitical risks including uncertainty about Brexit”, the statement
said, pointing to the International
Monetary Fund’s recent downward
revision to its global growth forecast.
– From The National

ubai
property
sales
transactions have scaled
record highs since the
government announced
forming a committee to
ensure that semi-government real
estate companies do not compete
with private investors, new research
showed.
The committee, which will be
chaired by Sheikh Maktoum bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Deputy Ruler of Dubai, aims to develop a comprehensive strategic plan
and vision for all major real estate
projects in the emirate for the next
10 years.
According to Data Finder, the real
estate insights and data platform
under the Property Finder Group,
5,051 property sales were recorded
with the Dubai Land Department
(DLD) in November, hitting a 11-year
high on a monthly basis.
This eclipsed the 4,774 overall
property sales registered in October
and the 4,007 real estate transactions recorded in September. Cumulatively, this amounted to 13,832
transactions in the three-month
timeframe.
It added that the DLD also registered the sale of Burma Island, part
of the World Islands, for AED112.77
million on December 8.
According to the data, it appears
that the announcement of the committee has had a positive impact
on market sentiment in the three
months since September.
This comes on the back of several stimuli such as extended visas,
streamlined processes and fee relaxations announced by the government to boost investment in the
property market.
Positive regulations such as the
Central Bank removing the 3 percent
early settlement fee for mortgages,
relaxing the maximum age requirement to repay mortgages and lifting
the 20 percent cap on real estate
lending for banks have also inspired

Image from Shutterstock

confidence in the property market,
the research said.
“It is a combination of all of the
above as to why sales transactions
have increased this year and consumer confidence is building up in
the market. This, coupled with declining prices and an excess amount
of supply, has given the buyer much
choice, attractive prices and incentives,” said Lynnette Abad, director of
Data and Research, Property Finder.
Business Bay has emerged as
the top pick for buyers, with an
overall 1,160 property transactions
recorded in the three months of September, October and November.
Other communities which registered the highest number of overall
property transactions in this timeframe were Dubai Creek Harbour
(1,057), Dubai South (838), Jumeirah, with projects such as La Mer
(647), and Downtown Burj Khalifa
(560).
Off-plan properties continued
to dominate transactions with Dubai Creek Harbour seeing the most
transactions (1,030) in the three
month timeframe, followed by Business Bay (863), Dubai South (696),
Jumeirah (586) and Villanova (508).
November also recorded brisk
activity for off-plan sales, clocking
in 3,053 such transactions, the second highest since September 2015,
which registered 3,258 such deals,
added Data Finder.
In the secondary market, International City topped in terms of
the number of transactions (443),
followed by Dubai Marina (359),
Business Bay (297), Jumeirah Village Circle (282) and Bluewaters
Island (262).
– From Arabian Business

DEYAAR TO
LAUNCH 11 NEW
BUILDINGS IN
MIDTOWN

D

eyaar plans to expand
its Midtown master
development at Dubai
Production City (IMPZ)
after seeing good demand for the first phase. “We are
launching an extension of Midtown
next month and it will be worth
Dh800 million,” Saeed Mohammed
Al Qatami, chief executive of Deyaar,
told Property Weekly.
Construction work on the first
13 buildings has just been completed and handover is expected this
month.
“We launched zones two and
three and sold all 1,200 apartments,
except for retail and a small building
of 80 apartments — we kept them
in our real estate portfolio,” said Al
Qatami. “We are now opening zones
four and five, consisting of 11 building and 750 apartments. Zones one
and six will be for future development.”
He added that zones two, three,
four and five make up 92 percent of
the project.
The Midtown development,
which the developer said caters to
the affordable housing segment,
consists of 25 buildings offering studio, one- and two-bedroom apartments. It features a 1km running
track, tennis courts, a basketball
court, swimming pool and children’s
play areas. The overall cost of the

project is around Dh2.6 billion.
After Midtown, Deyaar also has
a residential project in the pipeline,
Bella Rose at Dubai Science Park in
Al Barsha South. Construction work
on the 18-storey building has now
reached the 10th floor, and handover
is expected by December next year.
“Bella Rose has reached 50 percent completion, and we still have
some units left there. The project
offers the potential to earn up to 13
percent in return on equity,” noted Al
Qatami. “Although there is an oversupply in the market, there is still
demand for residential properties.
You have to launch the right product
in the right location.”
According to Al Qatami the first
phase of Midtown is being financed
with a mix of debt and equity.
“The handover payments for the
13 buildings will be coming from
December, so there will be enough
equity from the proceeds of this, and
therefore, the debt ratio [for this project] will not be that high.”
Commenting on the UAE Central Bank’s proposed regulation that
seeks to cap lending to real estate
companies to limit banks’ exposure
to the sector, Al Qatami said it was a
positive move, but that there should
be a differentiation between companies.
“Today there are real estate companies that have borrowings of more
than Dh10 billion, and there are others that have a few hundred million
worth of exposure, so you cannot
say all real estate companies have
huge exposure,” said Al Qatami. “At
Deyaar, we have very low levels of
debt, about Dh400 million, and that’s
going to be paid by the projects.”
– From Gulf News
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HONG KONG TO
SEE BIGGEST
FALL IN PRIME
RETAIL RENTS
SINCE 2013
Warner Bros, Abu Dhabi

MIRAL, WARNER
BROS TO OPEN
HOTEL ON YAS
ISLAND IN 2021

M

iral and Warner Bros
have announced that
the world’s first Warner
Bros branded hotel –
The WB Abu Dhabi – is
currently in development on Yas Island in Abu Dhabi.
Set to open in 2021, construction
of the $112 million hotel is well underway and is now 40 percent complete. The WB Abu Dhabi will be located adjacent to the award-winning
Warner Bros World Abu Dhabi theme
park and is set to be a major addition
to Yas Island’s immersive hospitality and leisure attractions. The hotel
will introduce a new international
benchmark for hospitality experiences, offering Warner Bros fans the
unique opportunity of staying at a
WB themed hotel while visiting the
island’s other entertainment and leisure attractions.
The WB Abu Dhabi will feature
more than 250 rooms over eight
levels, with modern décor that celebrates Warner Bros’ extensive film
and television library. The property’s contemporary design will also
include signature WB restaurants, a
premier spa and fitness club, and a
shaded rooftop pool where guests

can take in Yas Island’s distinctive
skyline.
Mohamed Khalifa Al Mubarak,
chairman of Miral, said: “We are excited to announce the development
of the world’s first Warner Bros
themed hotel, here on Yas Island.
This is yet another step in our journey to position Yas Island as one of
the top global destinations for entertainment, leisure and business. Our
partnership with Warner Bros is a
unique collaboration that adds another dimension to the outstanding
immersive experiences available on
Yas Island.”
Pam Lifford, president of Warner
Bros Global Brands and Experiences,
said: “Following the successful debut of Warner Bros World Abu Dhabi,
we are thrilled to expand our presence in the region with the studio’s
first-ever branded hotel. This new
venture will pay tribute to Warner
Bros.’ legacy of rich entertainment,
offering fans a unique way to experience their favorite brands and characters.”
The hotel will provide families
with a range of leisure amenities, including a child-friendly pool as well
as indoor and outdoor Kid’s Club
options. While appealing to families,
the hotel will also incorporate all the
facilities that a broad spectrum of
business and leisure guests could
need, including a large ballroom, a
range of high quality and adaptable
meeting rooms, and a fully equipped
fitness centre and beauty parlour.
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– From Khaleej Times

ALDAR
LAUNCHES
RENT-TO-OWN
AT THREE
PROJECTS

A

ldar in Abu Dhabi has
launched a new rentto-own scheme, where
tenants at its Ansam (at
Yas Island), Al Hadeel
(Al Raha Beach) and Meera (Reem
Island) communities can pay over
one, two and three year periods.
They can exercise the rent-toown option with no rent escalations
or fees while building equity. They
will build up equity positions of 16
percent, 19 percent and 22 percent
over years one to three.
The rentals start at Dh120,000
per year in Ansam, from Dh140,000
per year in Al Hadeel, and from
Dh110,000 in Meera.
“We wanted to create an accessible solution where customers can
build equity in their homes in as little time as possible, while living in
and enjoying their community,” said
Maan Al Awlaqi, Executive Director
– Commercial. “This is particularly
important to those who want to own
a home but are not in a position to
handle the large down payments
that are usually required.”
– From Gulf News

R

ents in Hong Kong’s
prime shopping districts
will fall sharply in 2020,
as the city’s retail sales
experience the worst
contraction ever amid lingering protests, according to Knight Frank.
Rents for street shops in areas
including Central, Causeway Bay,
Tsim Sha Tsui and Mong Kok will
decline by 15 percent or more in the
coming year, the biggest drop since
2013, said Helen Mak, a senior director at the property agency.
“For foreign and local tenants,
of course they have to be cautious
when deciding whether to open
stores now, which weighs on rents,”
said Mak.
The gloomy forecast came a day
after the government announced
that retail sales by value contracted
by a record 24.3 percent in October
from a year earlier. Hong Kong has
been crippled by months of pro-democracy protests that have sometimes paralysed the city.
If it materialises, the fall in rents
may erode Hong Kong’s position as
the world’s most expensive retail
rental market. Street shops in Causeway Bay charged the highest rents
in the world in the third quarter, at
US$2,544 per square foot (Dh9,342)
a year, despite the demonstrations
that started in June, according to
Cushman & Wakefield Plc.
– From Gulf News

GUEST COLUMN

THE
ALLURE OF
CO-LIVING

Dating back nearly two centuries, co-living
is hardly something new and is potentially
much greater than a re-packaged
modern-day fad, says Nick Grassick,
Managing Director at PH Real Estate

The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the publisher nor of the Property Finder Group.
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he roots of co-living as a
concept can be found in
tenement housing, built
to house the influx of
immigrants to the United States. Budget being
the prime driver during
the development phase,
the quality and safety
was questionable and the term tenement rapidly became derogatory.
The same association used to be
made with the term ‘student accommodation’, due to the grimy environment,
with the poor down-at-heel student being
the butt of many a joke from the 1970’s
to early 2000’s. But times, they have, and
are, a changing.
The gentrification of the asset class
started approximately twenty years ago,
with the rise in international study. Affluent families, anxious to ensure their
children were well educated in both academia and culture, were understandably
concerned for their safety and well-being; dorms and student digs were not
going to cut it.
A niche in the market was explored
and exploited, to staggering results. Projects were announced en-masse, with
the more prestigious the university it
served, the greater the value it charged
and (potentially) delivered to its occupant during their course.
Typically consisting of self-contained
studios, they were packaged as a pure
investment vehicle, designed to be completely hands-off and delivered with rent
return guarantees ranging up to 10 percent for periods as long as five years. Initially sold to a buyer to service their own
offspring, they quickly gathered pace to
being sold to a buyer to service someone
else’s, in multiples. Ultimately, they were
hoovered up by institutions wanting to
expand the asset class contained within
their portfolio.
As an extension to the boom in student accommodation, there has been a
wave of change flowing around some of
the world’s major cities and economic
hubs – and now ‘co-living’ is looking to
crash onto our shores.
In one example – and to highlight the
demographic this new form of housing
was targeted toward – Mark Zuckerburg
rented a five-bedroom house in Palo Alto
to house the employees of his start-up,
it was 2004 and the birth of Facebook.
More recent case studies across the
US confirm studios built within co-living

developments command a higher rent
than isolated studios. Such is the allure
of the opportunity to enjoy a range of
benefits, which can include home cinemas, but also the opportunity to live
within proximity to similar, assumedly
like-minded individuals.
Assuming the target audience to be
millennials, some analysts have suggested there is greater tolerance to the quirks
of co-living because they’re used to their
lives being played out on social media.
Each major (sometimes even minor) life
experience is to be shared with their online network of friends and colleagues.
Some even argue the opportunity to

“CO-LIVING
DEVELOPMENTS
NOW HOLD
CENTRE STAGE
IN SOME OF THE
WORLD’S MOST
SALUBRIOUS
LOCALES, ONE
IN LONDON’S
CANARY WHARF
DEMANDING THE
EQUIVALENT OF
CIRCA AED500 PER
NIGHT”
pursue, and achieve, the CBD (central
business district) lifestyle so desired by
young professionals, whilst encouraging the emotional connectivity of living
within such proximity to similar people,
is the perfect equation. It certainly helps
balance the counter-argument millennials are at risk of isolation from extended
exposure to digital technology, social
media being at the forefront.
One could argue you see reflections in
the retirement home sector, an environment which improves the quality of life
primarily through promoting social interaction. This is the darling of the investment asset class, for we are an ageing
population. We live longer, have greater

demands and higher expectations of
what later life should provide. Some
may also have the luxury of owning the
family home which contains the equity
to be able to secure such a lifestyle –
and the institutions are very aware of
this. You can understand their interest
when, according to a recent study, UK
retirees own assets valued circa £1 trillion (AED4.8 trillion), and three million of
them are looking to downsize, sell out,
trade in. Huge numbers, but co-living can
also heave its heft in this arena.
One of the largest operators in the US
co-living sector is WeLive, a subsidiary
of the much more established WeWork.
You can only assume the residential
fledgling is going to attempt to emulate
the success of the commercial-focused
parent’s US$47 billion (AED173 billion)
market cap. It may come as no surprise
global investment in the co-living sector
has more than doubled in the last four
years.
Key to the success of co-living is marketing; just consider your demographic
to appreciate how delicate hitting the
right note will be. One major developer in the field refers to itself as a ‘global
living movement’ rather than a purveyor
of apartments. Emerging from Berlin is
a developer who currently possesses a
footprint in New York and Chicago and
has recently announced a US$1 billion
(AED3.7 billion) commitment to Europe
and the States.
Co-living developments now hold
centre stage in some of the world’s most
salubrious locales, one in London’s Canary Wharf demanding the equivalent of
circa AED500 per night, scaling up to the
equivalent of AED7,000 per month once
committed to a 12-month contract.
Values such as these are not targeting budget conscious young professionals who simply wish to be near the
‘bright lights, big city’, they are targeting
a discernable demographic who seek
a different home living experience, beyond closing the door on their isolated
pied-a-terre. With developers offering a
suite of lifestyle enhancing extras such
as communal working spaces, full scale
in-house cinemas, bowling alleys, and
multi-disciplined sports complexes, the
stage is set to see how this asset class
disturbs the norm.
As a realtor it’s interesting, if not intriguing, to watch how a new housing topography is being created with a vast array of demographics all being serviced.
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GUEST COLUMN

THE LUXURY
BRANDED
RESIDENCE
EDGE

Dubai is set to overtake New York as the
global branded residence capital. Victoria
Shabalina, Managing Partner of AX Capital
Real Estate, discusses the appeal
The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the publisher nor of the Property Finder Group.
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he global branded residences sector has
rapidly expanded over
the last two decades,
reaching its peak in
2019 with over 9,000
additional
branded
apartments across 21
countries delivered.
Momentum is not set to slow any
time soon, with this record set to be
broken in 2020 when approximately 70
schemes are due for completion.
Worldwide, the number of branded
schemes has grown by 198 percent in
the last decade amounting to over 400
branded schemes globally – totaling
approximately 55,000 residential apartments, according to the Savills ‘2019
Branded Residences Report’.
Expansion in this sector has been
driven by an increase in global wealth,
with a direct correlation between growth
in the ultra-wealthy population and the
demand for branded residences apparent. High-net worth and ultra-high net
worth individuals – as well as emerging
market wealth – will continue to underpin expansion in the sector.
With this demographic in mind, coupled with Dubai’s reputation for luxury
real estate and ultra-luxury hotels, it
should come as no surprise the city is on
track to cement itself as the global leader
in the five-star living trend.
The traditional branded residence
concept is defined as a hotel-led development with integrated residences that
naturally benefit from the hotel’s brand,
management and services.
However, the concept has since diversified to widen in scope to span five
categories: hotel-led developments with
integrated residences; luxury resorts
with residences used as luxury rentals;
residential developments adjacent to
a hotel; residential developments with
hotel management; and standalone residential developments with a hotel or
brand tie-in.
Broadly speaking, in Dubai, branded
residences are typically a partnership

between a brand and a developer. The
brand grants a license to the developer to
market and sell residences incorporating
their brand.
Luxury branded developments come
with intrinsic value built into their proposition, with brand association instilling an
element of prestige in owning a trophy
asset. It can also be said that branded
property stands out in the face of challenging market conditions – two main
advantages for owners.

“LUXURY BRANDED
DEVELOPMENTS
COME WITH
INTRINSIC VALUE
BUILT INTO THEIR
PROPOSITION,
WITH BRAND
ASSOCIATION
INSTILLING AN
ELEMENT OF
PRESTIGE IN
OWNING A TROPHY
ASSET”
The allure of branded residences for
owners extends beyond exclusivity to include the following key investment attributes: access to five-star hotel amenities
and exceptional levels of service, such
as building maintenance, housekeeping,
concierge services; 24/7 premium security and valet parking, to name just a few.
Such properties typically also benefit
from high-quality design and architecture as well as high-end finishings and
furniture throughout, including branded

quality whitegoods and electronics.
Luxury branded residences are also
typically situated in ultra-prime locations
and communities, benefitting from unparalleled waterfront views or iconic city
views. It’s common knowledge that location commands a price premium.
For owners looking to reside in the
property, high quality design, high service
levels and convenience – with the credentials of a high-end and recognisable
brand name – are the key attractions. It’s
all about lifestyle.
For investors, it’s about the strength
of brand in ensuring occupancy and stability in returns, perceived security, minimum hassle, and of course, return on
investment.
So, do branded residences carry a
price premium? Short answer, yes.
Referring again to the Savills report, this premium can be up to 35 percent, varying of course by location and
strength of brand. The more luxurious a
brand, the higher premium it can achieve.
However, there is also mounting evidence to suggest that this premium carries over to resale.
At present, in Dubai the top three hoteliers based on completed and pipeline
schemes are Emaar Hospitality Group,
Accor, and Mariott International. Notable branded residences include The W
Alef Residences, The Royal Atlantis Residences, The Bulgari Residences and of
course, the hugely successful Address
brand, operated by parent Emaar.
It’s not just hotel branded residences
creating a stir either, developers such as
Emaar are also collaborating with internationally renowned haute-couture designers such as Elie Saab to create oneof-a-kind, meticulously designed living on
prime beachfront plots.
The explosion and tremendous success of the sector in Dubai can be put
down to developers’ need to differentiate
and innovate.
In a city where everything is seemingly taller, bigger, or glitzier than the last,
having a brand guarantees a competitive
edge.
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EXCLUSIVE
CUSTOM MEGAMANSION
Signature Villas, Frond H,
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Picture a home with a literal golden touch. This
sumptuous one of a kind mansion is located on a 32,000
sq. ft. beachfront plot on the prestigious Palm Jumeirah.
State of the art interiors are second to none featuring
hand-picked Italian crema marble and Armani bronze
flooring on the ground and first floor. This exceptional
10-bedroom property boasts floor to ceiling windows in
the master bedrooms offering breathtaking sea views out
to the Royal Atlantis. Elevating this home to the next level
in luxury is an infinity pool complete with panoramic views
of the Arabian Gulf and a rooftop terrace with a private
gym and spa.
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10 bedrooms • 11 bathrooms • 4 service rooms for
maid and driver complete with private kitchen • fullyfitted kitchen • double living room • home cinema
infinity pool • rooftop terrace • private gym and spa
views of the Arabian Gulf and Royal Atlantis • separate
guest house • 2 lifts • built-up area: 32,000 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 200,000,000
Contact: Tina Tzoneva (ORN 12095,
BRN: 33839, RERA: 0070133392)
T: +971 4 351 5583 or +971 50 234 7245
E: info@a1properties.ae
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ULTRA
LUXURIOUS FIVE
PALM VILLA
Five Palm
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Escape to another world of tranquility and sophistication.
This lavish villa located in the luxurious Five Palm offers
stunning views of the Arabian Gulf and Dubai Marina
skyline. Fully furnished, this home offers ultra-luxe
finishings and signature gold detailing throughout. The
3-bedroom villa is designed to an open-plan layout to
maximise space, lighting and views and features floor
to ceiling windows throughout. Residents enjoy access
to five-star, beachfront lifestyle with full access to hotel
amenities.
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3 bedrooms • 4 bathrooms • maids room • fullyfitted kitchen • balcony • views of the sea and Dubai
Marina skyline • private pool and cabana • private
beach access • access to gym and pool facilities •
concierge and reception services • valet parking •
built-up area: 7,810 sq. ft

Asking Price: AED 18,500,000
Contact: Marwa Naayma
(ORN: 2461, BRN: 32392,
RERA: 1640636962)
M: +971 58 595 4717
E: marwa@aeontrisl.com
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SERENE
SEAFRONT
LIFESTYLE

THE HEART OF THE
OPERA DISTRICT

Emaar Beachfront, Dubai
Harbour, Dubai

Grande, Opera District,
Downtown Dubai

A unique blend of modern luxury and oceanfront living, Emaar
Beachfront offers the best of both worlds. A fine collection of
27 towers set alongside the coast of the Arabian Gulf, each
development in this serene community offers a variety of 1 to
4-bedroom apartments. Interiors are contemporary in design and
feature a neutral and elegant colour palate. Residents can enjoy
unobstructed sea views from floor to ceiling windows or their
own private balcony. This development has taken the meaning of
beachfront luxury to a whole new level.

Synonymous with luxury, Grande is a 78-story icon in the heart of
Downtown Dubai. Located in the epicenter of The Opera District, a
cultural and lifestyle hub brimming with luxury hotels and main attractions such as the Dubai Mall, the Dubai Fountains and Souk Al Bahar.
A collection of 1 to 4-bedroom apartments are available, all featuring
luxurious and contemporary finishes throughout. Bright living areas
feature floor to ceiling windows allowing in ample natural sunlight and
looking out to unparalleled vistas of Downtown Dubai.

1 to 4-bedroom options available • fully-fitted kitchens
spacious living areas • balconies • views of the Arabian
Gulf • access to gym and pool facilities • private beach
access • built-up area: starting from 740 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from AED 1,200,000
Contact: AX Capital Real Estate
(ORN: 21635, BRN: 37644
RERA: 2137576869)
M: +971 56 112 3456
E: info@axcapital.ae
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1 to 4-bedroom options available • fully-fitted kitchens • spacious living areas • balconies • views of Downtown Dubai, Burj
Khalifa and The Dubai Fountains • access to gym and pool
facilities • built-up area: starting from 827 sq. ft.

Asking Price: Starting from AED 1,447,888
Contact: AX Capital Real Estate
(ORN: 21635, BRN: 37644
RERA: 1536694931)
M: +971 56 112 3456
E: info@axcapital.ae
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EXCLUSIVE VILLA
COMMUNITY

MIAMI-STYLE
LIVING

Eden, The Valley
Dubailand, Dubai

La Vie, Jumeirah Beach
Residence, Dubai

Located in Dubai’s newest master community The Valley, Eden is a
collection of 3 and 4-bedroom villas offered in three architectural styles.
Each is distinct in its aesthetic but offers the same sense of relaxation
and openness with large windows and terrace areas that create
seamless connections between the indoors and the outdoors. Interiors
are designed to a warm, neutral tone. Strategically located on Dubai-Al
Ain Road, a major thoroughfare connecting two of the UAE’s most iconic
Emirates, these villas benefit from the duality of being away from the
business of the city whilst still being well connected.

Experience Miami-style living in JBR. La Vie offers luxury enthusiasts
the opportunity to enjoy waterfront, resort-style living in one of the
most iconic locations in Dubai. Inspired by Miami modernist architecture each apartment showcases cool neutral tones, high-quality
finishes and full-height windows to maximise the views on offer. A
collection of 1 to 4-bedroom contemporary apartments and 5-bedroom
penthouses are available, all benefitting from direct beach access.

3 to 4-bedroom options available • 3 choices of architecture
and style • fully-fitted kitchens • contemporary interiors
access to gym and pool facilities • covered parking • due for
completion: Dec 2022 • built-up area: starting from 1,929 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from AED 1,168,888
Contact: Husni Al Bayari
(ORN: 16576, BRN: 34662,
RERA: 1223061246)
M: +971 56 520 3470
Email: inquiry@dandbdubai.com
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1 to 4-bedroom options available • 5 bedroom penthouses
available • fully-fitted kitchens • modern interiors • access to
gym and pool facilities • infinity pool • balconies • sea views
covered parking • due for completion: Mar 2023 • built-up
area: starting from 850 sq. ft.

Asking Price: Starting from AED 1,350,000
Contact: Husni Al Bayari
(ORN: 16576, BRN: 34662,
RERA: 1332678629)
M: +971 56 520 3470
Email: inquiry@dandbdubai.com
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SIGNATURE
PALM VILLA

LUXURIOUS
WATERFRONT VILLA
Signature Villas, Frond K,
Palm Jumeirah, Dubai

Signature Villas, Frond M,
Palm Jumeriah, Dubai

Situated on a vast plot size of 20,506 sq. ft., this unique property
has undergone extensive renovations and boats uninterrupted
views of both The Atlantis and Royal Atlantis hotels. This fully
furnished property has been designed to a Riviera style and has
been immaculately finished both inside and out. The ground floor
features a spacious, open-plan layout which is bright and basking
in natural light. The upper floor contains 5 ensuite bedrooms, with
4 benefitting from their own private balcony offering stunning sea
views. The highlight of this property is undoubtedly its outdoor area
which features an exclusive infinity pool complete with swim up bar.

Built to turnkey standards and situated on a unique, private development
spanning the entire tip of Frond M, this flawless 6-bedroom villa features
a combination of cutting-edge technology and a no-expense-spared
approach to luxury and comfort. Surrounded by meticulously landscaped,
palm-lined grounds with sea panoramas, the iconic Dubai Marina skyline
takes center stage. This prized waterfront home has been designed for
entertaining and flexible modern family living. The main living and dining
areas adjoin a stunning pool and terrace which connects seamlessly
with the beach, and each bedroom features a private balcony offering
breathtaking views.

5 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room • fully-fitted
kitchen • fully furnished • balconies • views of the Arabian Gulf, The
Atlantis and Royal Atlantis • private landscaped garden • private
infinity pool • swim up bar • total plot size: 20,506 sq. ft. • built-up
area: 7,500 sq. ft

6 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • maids room • fully-fitted kitchen
balconies • views of the sea and Dubai Marina skyline • private swimming pool • private garden • private gym • covered
parking • built-up area: 13,110 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 50,000,000
Contact: Richard Pemberton
(ORN: 193, BRN: 6721,
RERA: 0720053575)
M: +971 50 376 5192
E: richard@edwardsandtowers.com
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Asking Price: AED 75,000,000

Contact: Richard Pemberton
(ORN: 193, BRN: 6721,
RERA: 0312109122)
M: +971 50 376 5192
E: richard@edwardsandtowers.com
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LUXURY
APARTMENT

STUNNING
WATERFRONT VILLA

Ashjar, Al Barari, Dubai

Camellia, Al Barari Villas,
Al Barari, Dubai

Ashjar is a collection of residences spread amongst nine low-rise
buildings surrounded by a verdant forest landscape and soothing
waterways. This 1-bedroom apartment features floor to ceiling
windows throughout welcoming much natural light into its open
spaces. The clean and contemporary interior design is a blank canvas
for personalisation and co-exists with the natural landscape.

Truly the green heart of Dubai, Al Barari homes are known for their
spacious design, eco-friendly approach and uninterrupted views. This
6-bedroom villa features open plan, light-filled living areas creating a
sense of spaciousness without compromising on comfort. Perfectly
manicured gardens, a private swimming pool and two courtyards
provide place to swim, entertain and unwind.

1 bedroom • 2 bathrooms • 1 study • fully-fitted kitchen
balcony • floor to ceiling windows • access to gym and pool
facilities • built-up area: 1,918 sq. ft.

6 bedrooms • 9 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room
fully-fitted kitchen • balcony • views of the Dubai skyline
waterfront plot • private garden • private swimming pool
BBQ area • 3 parking spaces • built-up area: 13,858 sq.ft.

Asking Price: AED 2,300,000
Contact: Ambreen Irfan
(ORN: 1201, BRN: 42740,
RERA: 1553739804)
M: +971 52 642 5978
E: a.irfan@cbemirates.ae
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Asking Price: AED 15,200,000
Contact: Ambreen Irfan
(ORN: 1201, BRN: 42740,
RERA: 0712321590)
M: +971 52 642 5978
E: a.irfan@cbemirates.ae
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STUNNING GOLF
COURSE VIEWS
Fairway Vistas, Dubai Hills Estate, Dubai
Fairway Vistas is a collection of villas in Dubai Hills that overlook the
stunning 18-hole golf course. This 7-bedroom villa is flooded with
natural sunlight through floor to ceiling windows with the illusion
of space maximised with high ceilings accentuating the open plan
layout. Each room features high quality finishes and is modern and
contemporary in style, forming a canvas for your own personal style.
Stunning golf course views out to the Dubai skyline are are visible
from your own private balcony and terrace.
7 bedrooms • bathrooms • maids room • fully-fitted
kitchen • balcony • private landscaped garden • private
swimming pool • views of the golf course • total plot size:
15,000 sq. ft. • built-up area: 9,212 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 15,000,000
Contact: Jade Morris
(ORN: 393, BRN: 27320,
RERA: 1181570883)
M: +971 56 142 1204
E: jade@dacha-re.com

ONE OF A KIND
BEACHFRONT
MANSION
GATED COMMUNITY VILLA
Sector E, Emirates Hills, Dubai
Located in the illustrious gated community of Emirates Hills, this
exclusive 5-bedroom villa has been meticulously landscaped to
form a tranquil and secluded oasis. To the rear of the property is
a private swimming pool with swim up bar, jacuzzi and terrace,
perfect for entertaining. The property has been designed with a
contemporary aesthetic, featuring open plan and spacious living.
5 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • maids room and drivers room
2 fully-fitted kitchens • private landscaped garden
private swimming pool with swim up bar • jacuzzi
rooftop terrace • 6 car garage • total plot size: 16,500 sq.ft.
built-up area: 10,000 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 22,000,000
Contact: Alexander Cina
(ORN: 393, BRN: 30268,
RERA: 2143523443)
M: +971 50 882 6124
E: alexander@dacha-re.com

Signature Homes, Frond J, Palm
Jumeirah, Dubai
Situated on a prime 15,700 sq. ft. beachfront plot on the Palm Jumeirah,
this one of a kind, custom build has been fully furnished by Fendi and
showcases high quality finishes throughout. This 5-bedroom villa features
spacious open-plan living with floor to ceiling windows offering stunning
views out to the Arabian Gulf and Royal Atlantis.
5 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • maids room • fully-fitted kitchen
fully furnished by Fendi • private landscaped garden • private
indoor and outdoor swimming pool • views of the Arabian Gulf
and the Royal Atlantis • total plot size: 15,700 sq. ft. • built-up
area: 14,200 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Available on request
Contact: Alexander Cina
(ORN: 393, BRN: 30268,
RERA: 1080394184)
M: +971 50 882 6124
E: alexander@dacha-re.com
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SLEEK SOPHISTICATION
City Walk, Dubai
City Walk features intelligent and harmonious architecture fringed
with low rise pavilion-style buildings for residents and visitors to
meet, socialise, shop, dine or stroll around the tree-lined walkways
while enjoying the spectacular views of Dubai’s stunning skyline.
This premium urban living destination features a collection of 1 to
3-bedroom spacious apartments with various sizes and layouts to
suit all preferences. Each home has been to a sleek, contemporary
and spacious aesthetic.
1 to 3-bedroom options available • various layouts
available • fully-fitted kitchens • balcony • access to
gym and pool facilities • covered parking • built-up area:
starting from 1,283 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from AED 1,900,000
Contact: Ashraf Mohamed
(ORN: 12040, BRN: 27585,
RERA: 1932223588)
M: +971 50 963 4096
E: as@edgerealty.ae

ECO LIVING
IMPECCABLE DETAIL

Signature Living, Jumeirah Village
Circle, Dubai
Signature Living, the first solar-powered residential building in
the heart of Dubai, is a step towards converging luxury living with
sustainability. The collection comprises of studio to 2-bedroom
apartments and penthouses featuring stylish and tastefully
designed interiors throughout with a spaciousness that is enhanced
by floor-to-ceiling glass windows with panoramic glazing.
studio to 2-bedrooms available • fully-fitted kitchen
balcony • access to gym and pool facilities • energy
efficient lighting, heat efficiency and water conservation
systems in place • covered parking • built-up area: starting
from 397 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from AED 430,000
Contact: Ashraf Mohamed
(ORN: 12040, BRN: 27585,
RERA: 279866226)
M: +971 50 963 4096
E: as@edgerealty.ae
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Binghatti Stars, Dubai Silicon Oasis, Dubai
The dazzling Binghatti Stars building is one of Silicon Oasis’
most iconic towers. Each property displays a contemporary style,
featuring symbolic design cues which represent the traditional
elements found in Middle Eastern art and architecture. High-quality
finishings feature throughout the development with the plush
interiors of each apartment offering a perfect balance of pragmatic
design and modern form. All fittings and features have been hand
selected to perfectly compliment the interior design.
studio to 2-bedroom options available • fully-fitted kitchen
high quality finishings • balcony • access to gym and pool
facilities • covered parking • built-up area: starting from
515 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from AED 400,000
Contact: Ashraf Mohamed
(ORN: 12040, BRN: 27585,
RERA: 2025384385)
M: +971 50 963 4096
E: as@edgerealty.ae
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THE DECADE
THAT REFOCUSED
REAL ESTATE
TEXT: EMMA PROCTER

For the property sector, the 2010’s were eventful
to say the least. Prestige looks at how the UAE
bounced back post-crisis, the rise of PropTech –
and why the 2020’s will be about new ideas

fter the global financial crisis of 2008 – the worst economic disaster since the Great Depression of 1929 – and its
horrendous effects on property markets around the world,
in the UAE the real estate sector faced one of the biggest
challenges of its young existence.
In Dubai alone, the property market saw prices fall by
up to 60 percent following the crash, goaded by increased
speculation – especially in off-plan sales. Several projects
were cancelled or put on hold, investors lost millions, and some developers
shut shop. Bleak times.
With so many businesses burned and so much international anxiety about
the future, it’s fair to say entering a new decade back then – the 2010’s – wasn’t
the jubilant event it could have been. Cautiously optimistic at best, many people plodded forward hoping the worst had passed.
Later, the dip in oil prices in 2014 marked another key challenge for the
market in the region – and yet despite ongoing fluctuations, the UAE remained
one of the quickest markets to adapt to the changes.

Image from Shutterstock
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Sunset over a construction site in Dubai | Image from Shutterstock

Blue Water Island | Image from Shutterstock

THE DECADE
THAT FOUGHT
BACK

Dubai Marina | Image from Shutterstock
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Tolerance bridge as viewed from the Dubai water canal | Image from Shutterstock

Ever resilient, after the 2008/2009 crash
the country lifted itself out of the slump,
brick by brick.
And if ever there was a much-needed symbol of a new start, in early 2010
the iconic Burj Khalifa was finally inaugurated. Three times as tall as the Eiffel
Tower and nearly twice as tall as the Empire State Building, its completion raised
the city’s profile globally, attracting ultra-wealthy property buyers and tourists
alike.
The same year saw Dubai Marina
officially open as a community. A monumental engineering undertaking, the
artificial canal city built along a 3km
stretch of shoreline soon became one of
the emirate’s most popular communities.
For expats (including this one) the marina was a symbol of everything glamorous Dubai had to offer the newly arrived.
Pristine waterfront living, light and spacious apartments, amazing facilities and
a beach nearby – what more could you
want?

New UAE infrastructure played a central role in the 2010’s. A statement of
future intent came in 2013 with the opening of a large new airport – Al Maktoum
International. Still finding its place in the
scheme of things, Al Maktoum is nonetheless projected to eventually be one of
the world’s biggest airports with a major
expansion set to open in 2030.
There were launches galore over the
last decade, as developers and investors
dusted themselves off and – with a few
lessons learned – refocused on the huge
potential of the UAE.
We saw Dubai Canal come to life
with a splash, Louvre Abu Dhabi open its
doors to the best art of the world, Bluewaters Island’s gigantic Ain Dubai observation wheel rose into the skyline. The list
goes on and on.
Increased regulation and the impact
of RERA and related agencies in the past
decade were crucial too, helping to weed
out unprofessional and sometime unscrupulous practices.
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THE TRANSITION
TO ONLINE AND
THE RISE OF
PROPTECH

But what really revolutionised the business of real estate in the last decade was
the advance of technology.
Whereas in the past, house hunters
would start their day circling homes in
the weekly property sections of the local newspaper, renters and buyers now
moved their search almost completely
online. At the same time, brokerages
were able to manage a huge amount of
past and present clients efficiently via
ever more sophisticated CRMs.
Real estate used to be viewed as
conservative when it comes to applying
innovative solutions in practice. In fact,
PropTech – otherwise known as property technology – only really started to be
circulated as a term a few years ago.
But as more companies capitalised
on technological innovation, a few trends
slowly began to shape the industry such
as big data, the on-demand economy,
smart buildings and property management, space-as-a-service, and of course
– mobile applications.
These trends also shaped the startup scene. PropTech start-ups began
increasingly using technological innovations to disrupt many aspects of real estate, addressing the needs of investors,
landlords and tenants every step of the
way.
Right here in the UAE, Allsopp & Allsopp has been active in this space,
making waves just recently with a
game-changing
innovation.
A new platform – Find My Agent – allows clients to see the location of their
agent on the way to a viewing. The platform also provides clients with a hub for
all their property related details at their

fingertips, from viewing feedback, to offers and marketing information.
Lewis Allsopp, Group CEO, explained:
“The platform opens communication
lines between the seller and landlord, the
buyer and tenant; this use of technology
adds transparency to the entire real estate process.
“Thirty minutes before a scheduled
viewing, tenants and buyers will be sent
the exact property location which they
can navigate to using map applications
and a separate link to the live location of
their agent on the way to the viewing appointment. They will receive a notification
when the agent is on their way, around
the corner and outside the property.
“Exactly one hour after the viewing,
the technology acts behind the scenes
to continue the communication lines by
sending the applicant a WhatsApp message to invite them to leave their feedback from the viewing, as well as the opportunity to make an offer. This feedback
will be sent directly to the owner of the
property instantaneously, who will then
have the chance to reply.”
He added: “The technology has been
designed to ease the real estate process
and make communicating simple, concise and convenient. It will not remove
the human element of the industry; the
real estate agent will be in constant contact throughout the entire process and
will always be available when needed.
However, the technology means that clients will not have to rely solely on their
agent to put their messages across and
can act in their own time when it suits
them best, even if that’s at 3am.”

BROKERS IN 2020
AND BEYOND
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The big question over the next decade is
how will technology impact the transactional process, from viewings to negotiation and closing. Will the broker really
remain relevant in the advent of AI and
big data – and what will property transactions look like in an age where consumers are so used to buying anything
at the touch of a button? Will the human
touch remain relevant?
“I think to really understand the answer to that question you need to have
either bought or sold yourself or have
been a broker that has experienced deals
close up and personal,” said Richard

Waind, group managing director at Betterhomes.
“To have experienced the rollercoaster of emotions that buyers, sellers, landlords and tenants go through during a
deal leaves me with no doubt that the human touch will remain extremely relevant
in the coming decade.
“However, mundane, administrative
processes in the broker’s life will become
more automated, giving good quality
brokers the time back to focus more on
guiding, educating and supporting their
clients through what can be incredibly
exciting, but also stressful, times.”
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“…FUELLED BY TECHNOLOGY, AND
UNDERPINNED BY A PURSUIT OF WELLBEING,
THE REAL ESTATE SECTOR IS WITNESSING
A DEMAND FOR INNOVATIVE WAYS OF
WORKING AND LIVING

Apartment in Downtown Dubai | Image from Blueground

Co-working office space | Image from UNBOX

CO-WORKING
AND CO-LIVING
ARE THE
FUTURE

SHORT TERM
RENTALS
UNLEASHED

Another impactful event was a change
in regulations that allowed Airbnb-style
short-term lettings, which rapidly rose in
popularity with single and portfolio landlords alike – notably in Dubai. Demand
soared with expats and holidaymakers
wanting modern amenities at a cheaper
cost, with often more space compared to
hotels, as well as more privacy.
This is a trend to watch in coming
years as the demand is giving hotels a
run for their money – according to a report by market analysts AirDNA, which
recorded growth of almost 70 percent in
short-term rentals between June 2018 to
June 2019.
The rise of this market segment was
in the spotlight recently when Emaar
launched its own short-term letting platform called Ease.

As technologies evolve in other sectors,
real estate has much to gain from emerging technologies coming into the space.
After all, real estate is by far the largest
asset class globally, outstripping equities
and bonds combined, with a total value in
excess of US $200 trillion (Dh735 trillion).
New ideas will change the game in
2020 and beyond, which is why the UAE
government is doing all it can to support
the start-up scene.
Flexible offices and communal living
have emerged as two new key trends –
according to a recent Thought Leadership Report by global real estate advisory
firm CBRE. The whitepaper revealed that
fuelled by technology, and underpinned
by a pursuit of wellbeing, the real estate
sector is witnessing a demand for innovative ways of working and living, based
around connectivity, flexibility and unique
experiences.
Homegrown firm Unbox in Dubai is
just an example of how this is important
for the property sector.
Unbox as a community and workspace aims to promote the interaction of
start-ups and established industry leaders to maximise opportunities together.
It’s a platform for innovation that is supported by layers of networks and servic-

es to allow businesses to flourish.
Unbox is the brainchild of Abdullah
Alajaji, the founder of Driven Properties.
He’s passionate about the potential of
PropTech and the start-up segment, but
says companies need to understand its
real value.
“In today’s market, property giants are
tempted to slap the phrase ‘tech company’ to their own business, thinking that
this will have a positive valuation impact,”
he said.
“However, adding value to the ecosystem is what will define a success story.
When looking at PropTech ideas, the first
thing one should think of is whether this
idea can be useful or disruptive to their
business, and if so, consider investing in
this idea. And Unbox is a great platform
to access these ideas.
“In Dubai, we have seen strides from
the likes of SmartCrowd entering this
space and given the size of the market
and continued regulator support, there
is little to doubt Smartcrowd will create
a success story. Plus, HappyTenant has
created an ecosystem that benefits from
a transparent relationship between the
tenant, property manager, and the landlord.”

Co-working office space | image from UNBOX
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Expo 2020 | Image from Shutterstock

SCALING
NEW HEIGHTS

The start of the 2010’s may have been
less than euphoric, but the decade ahead
offers plenty of opportunities for growth.
The property market overall is maturing say analysts, and confidence is rising.
Expats are starting to plan their future in
the UAE as jobs become more secure
and the lifestyle is simply hard to match
elsewhere.
As the focus on balancing supply continues, the market in Dubai is now “fairly
priced” found UBS’ bubble index 2019,
which analysed residential property prices in 24 major cities around the world.
The government is certainly helping
to push things along. Dubai property
sales transactions have scaled record
highs since the government announced
forming a committee, which will be
chaired by Sheikh Maktoum bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Deputy Ruler of Dubai and First Deputy Chairman of
the Executive Council.
The new committee’s purpose is to
ensure that semi-government real estate
companies do not compete with private
investors and to develop a comprehensive strategic plan and vision for all major
real estate projects in the emirate for the
next ten years.
According to Data Finder – the real
estate insights and data platform under
the Property Finder Group – 5,051 overall property sales were recorded with

AN OPEN
INVITATION

the Dubai Land Department (DLD) in November 2019, hitting a 11-year high on a
monthly basis.
This eclipsed the 4,774 overall property sales registered in October 2019 and
the 4,007 real estate transactions recorded in September 2019. Cumulatively, this
amounted to 13,832 transactions in the
three-month timeframe.
And after what felt like an eternal wait,
Expo 2020 is finally swinging into view –
bringing with it a potential cornucopia of
opportunities.
The economic impact of the event
– which is envisioned by His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, UAE Vice President & Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai as to be the best
witnessed in the world – is already being
experienced across diverse sectors even
as preparations are ongoing.
While Expo 2020 Dubai will charge up
the economy by hosting over 25 million
people – over 70 percent of them forecast to be international visitors – during
the six-month event, the impact will be
more far-reaching.
The spin-off of the expo will be particularly felt in the investment sector of
Dubai, as it will shine the spotlight on the
opportunities offered by the city and inspire visitors to further explore the potential offered by the emirate – and return
even post-expo.

And with a more ‘open arms’ approach by
the UAE, newcomers will surely feel compelled to make the country a permanent
home thus attracting more business investments. The visa reforms introduced
now allow a one-year extension of residency period for dependents who have
finished their university studies, while
visit visa holders can apply for a 30-day
extension twice without having to leave
the country.
Crucially, the introduction of a
10-year-residence visa for highly skilled
workers and investors has created more
certainty for expats and increased confidence – and should translate to more
consumer spending and savings in the
country as people put down roots.
Ongoing project of the Museum of the Future | Image from Shutterstock
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TAKE LIFE AT
A STROLL IN
CITY WALK
TEXT: EMMA PROCTER

One of Dubai’s most well thought
out locales, this lifestyle destination
by Meraas offers a unique sense of
community, comfort and space – with
some incredible activities in the mix

T

here aren’t many neighbourhoods in Dubai where meandering
for hours on foot is both feasible and enjoyable.
Yet City Walk – located on Safa Road between Al Wasl Road
and Sheikh Zayed Road at the Dubai Mall interchange – is one
such place, with developer Meraas managing to strike the right
balance in terms of pedestrian walk space, high-end retailers,
restaurants, hotels, residential properties and wellness centres.
Add to this the fact that the pristine Jumeirah Beach is just
minutes away – what more could you want? If you’re lucky
enough to have a home in this design-inspired area, it might be quite tempting
to exist in your own happy little bubble, only venturing out into the city when
necessary.
Set among 34 low-rise residential buildings offering luxurious 1, 2, 3 and
4-bedroom apartments, tree-lined avenues, and a collection of contemporary
street art murals, there is a pleasing demographic diversity on display thanks to
an open plan layout, regular community events, and easy transport links. Taxis
abound and the Burj Khalifa/Dubai Mall metro is nearby.
Yet the emirate’s well-heeled still certainly enjoy the retail therapy on offer
with brands like Christian Dior and Swarovski vying for attention.

Image: Shutterstock
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COMMUNITY FOCUS

Image: LIMA

CHIC CAFES AND
DINING DELIGHTS

City Walk is a true foodie haven with a
jaw-dropping variety of multicultural food
and beverage options, featuring 68 restaurants and cafes.
If coffee and cake is the crutch you
get through life by, the area is a dream.
With laidback cafes seemingly on every
corner, there are some real gems to uncover – such as Urth Caffe, widely considered the first coffee roasting company
in America and offering exclusively organically grown, heirloom coffees.
Over at Aubaine delicious French

pasties are the order of the day, while
South African cafe Walnut Grove serves
up its famous cakes and signature
hand-roasted brews. Or, catch the chat
at vibrant Emirati fusion spot Sikka Cafe.
On the restaurant front, the neighbourhood has a combination of franchises as well as upscale gourmet venues in
social spots such as The Square – home
to the likes of Spanish tapas phenomenon Toro+KO, and LIMA Dubai with its
gloriously fresh Peruvian fare.

Image: Toro+ko
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“THE ECLECTIC NATURE OF
THE OFFERINGS IN THE AREA
MEANS THERE ARE ACTIVITIES TO
ENJOY NO MATTER YOUR AGE,
BACKGROUND OR INTERESTS”

UNIQUE
EXPERIENCES

Image: Supplied by Meraas
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The eclectic nature of the offerings in the
area means there are activities to enjoy
no matter your age, background or interests.
For kids (and big kids alike), gamers
haven Hub Zero has proved a massive
draw. Spread over two floors and 18,000
square metres, this huge facility targets
visitors aged ten and above in a state-ofthe-art indoor entertainment space that
also includes thrilling rides and attractions developed exclusively for the brand.
Here you’ll also find karaoke, ample
space for birthday parties, and laser tag.
But one of the biggest attractions must
be The Void – a whole body, fully immersive virtual reality experience that is literally out of this world.
If you’d prefer to stay in this dimension, City Walk also boasts Green Planet,
a standalone bio-dome that houses over
3,000 plants and animals and invites
visitors to explore the Earth’s wonders
through an immersive expedition into the
tropics. If you can brave the dense humidity, families get to explore an incredible abundance of life and the largest indoor, man-made and life-sustaining tree
in the world. Covering the entire height of

the indoor zone, the tree might be fake
but real plants have been planted all over
and will creep and grow across it as time
passes. There are aquariums, ant exhibits and plenty of reptiles throughout,
while exotic birds fly around free. Pretty
magical.
For parents who want youngsters to
learn as they play, Mattel Play Town is a
safe and interactive indoor ‘edu play’ attraction for children aged between two
and ten years that is themed around five
of the most popular children’s fictional
characters, allowing little ones to delve
into their imagination. As well as enjoying stimulating play experiences such as
Barney, Thomas & Friends, Bob the Builder, Angelina Ballerina, and Fireman Sam,
families are also treated to impressive
live shows.
Meanwhile, also in City Walk, cinephiles can head to Roxy Cinemas, a
unique entertainment concept developed
by Meraas that presents the latest blockbusters, art-house movies, documentaries and special events. Featuring diverse
seating classes that suit various audiences, the space has a genuinely charming
look and feel.
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“…A STANDOUT DEVELOPMENT IN
CITY WALK IS CENTRAL PARK, A LOVELY
GLASS-FRONTED PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL
TOWER BY MERAAS THAT HAS A
CHOICE OF ONE TO FOUR-BEDROOM
APARTMENTS”

Image: Supplied by Meraas

PLACES TO STAY

There are several big-name hotels close
to City Walk, notably the sumptuous
Shangri-La and imposing Dusit Thani
Dubai.
But right in the heart of City Walk is
something a little different – La Ville
Hotel & Suites, described as ‘a boutique
hotel experience’. This distinctive lowrise property celebrates stylish, iconic
architecture and provides a sociable
setting for guests to meet and mingle. It
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has a deluxe spa, a fitness centre, and a
welcoming attitude to both tourists and
locals.
The hotel’s Chival fine dining restaurant is popular for posh drinks and dinner, as is the always buzzing Grapeskin
wine bar with its industrial-chic style, live
music and a wide variety of excellent
vintages. People watching at La Ville is a
serious pastime.

EMBRACE HEALTHIER
LIVING AT CENTRAL PARK

If you want to wake up each day in this
vibrant slice of Dubai, a standout development in City Walk is Central Park, a
lovely glass-fronted private residential
tower by Meraas that has a choice of one
to four-bedroom apartments and some
attractive payment plans.
Simple yet luxurious in design, each
home has a large balcony for spending
peaceful free time while enjoying the
beautiful Dubai skyline and views across
the area’s lush Green Park.
This chic development is proving pop-

ular with buyers wanting a healthier and
more active lifestyle, with morning park
jogs and access to great onsite facilities
that include a running track, dog park,
multi-use games and sports lawns, tennis and squash courts, half-court basketball, and a skateable landscape.
Whether it’s to live, shop, dine – or just
spend quality time with loved ones – in a
vibrant yet luxurious setting, Dubai’s ever-expanding City Walk has lots to offer.
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GUEST COLUMN

MOLLAK USHERS
IN A NEW ERA
FOR DUBAI
PROPERTY
OWNERS

M
A new payment system and updates to
real estate laws in the emirate are already
empowering homeowners, says Paul
Christodoulou, CEO of Aqua Properties

The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the publisher nor of the Property Finder Group.
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ollak – recently
introduced
to
the market as
an
innovative
online payment
system – has in
fact been part of
Dubai property
regulations for
over a decade. However, it has received
an additional modernised role, as well
as a surge of fresh attention, in line with
the changes to Jointly Owned Property
(JOP).
Meaning ‘owners’ in Arabic, Mollak
is an innovative, electronic web-based
service developed by RERA for the purpose of registering owners’ associations,
forming part of Jointly Owned Property.
The new system reflects the provisions
of Law No. (27) of 2007 concerning
Jointly Owned Property Declarations
(JOPD) in Dubai and its regulations.
To clarify, Jointly Owned Property
(JOP) refers to “the whole or any part of a
building or land, or both, which is divided
into units intended for separate ownership where parts of such building or land
are designated as common areas.”
Recently, the Dubai Real Estate Regulatory Agency (RERA) launched an online payment system through Mollak to
effectively manage JOP’s in Dubai. With
this regulation, Dubai is endeavouring to
align itself with the highest international
standards in property ownership, leading
the way in the region on the journey to
modernisation and transparency in the
market. It is an initiative set to bolster
confidence in both local and international investors, as well as end-users alike.
Mollak aims to ensure full transparency for all JOP owners by facilitating
registration of maintenance companies
and maintaining a record of their escrow
accounts and service charges.
From now onwards, it will be mandatory for developers to use the new
electronic system for invoicing property
service charges. Previously, owners paid

service charges directly to developers or
property management companies. Now
these accounts will be established as
trust accounts directly with banks.
As a Dubai investor myself who has
both owned and lived in one of Nakheel’s
communities since 2007, I have to say I
was always impressed by how thorough
they have been with service charges
breakdown.
However, not all developers are completely transparent, and on occasion
some owners were left in the dark as to
what their service charge fees were paying for.

“FROM NOW
ONWARDS, IT WILL
BE MANDATORY
FOR DEVELOPERS
TO USE THE NEW
ELECTRONIC
SYSTEM FOR
INVOICING
PROPERTY SERVICE
CHARGES”
Now all developers will be forced to
follow a similar line of visibility and openness, particularly knowing service charges must be deemed ‘competitive’ – with
RERA authorised to audit maintenance
contracts.
In addition to boosting investor confidence, this move will provide peace of
mind to homeowners who will now be
able to track where their money goes,
down to the fil. Above all, owners will gain
a truly independent body and governance
system.
Under the new laws, JOP’s fall into
three separate categories for the pur-

pose of management of common areas:
megaprojects, hotel projects and real
estate.
The owners committee for the first
and third category must comprise nine
RERA appointed members and should be
established when 10 percent of the joint
real estate units are registered. Developers will no longer be able to form part of
an owners committee unless there are
unsold units.
The committee is tasked with ensuring the proper management of common
areas and reviewing annual budgets. Furthermore, committees will now benefit
from better structure and clearly defined
responsibilities.
So, what does this mean practically
for Dubai property owners? Firstly, developers can no longer collect any service
charges on behalf of owners. As such,
the onus of responsibility now sits with
the owner themselves, or their approved
management company. Secondly, the
process of defining the fees has also
changed. Mollak registered companies
must also submit their budgets for audit
by a financial audit company registered
with RERA, and then further submit this
to RERA for final approval.
Owners will now be able to pay service charges online and will receive invoices directly from Mollak. And, most
importantly, owners are not obliged to
pay any hike in service charges unless
first approved by RERA.
So far 88 management companies,
1,212 real estate projects and 200,000
units have been registered and approved
by Mollak. Moreover, seven banks have
consented to act as account trustees
and eight reputed financial auditors have
been registered.
All in all, this is a positive wave of
change expected to boost the attractiveness of the Dubai real estate market.
Additionally, it will reduce the longstanding friction between property owners
and developers on the topic of service
charges.
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THE IMPACT OF
A THREE-YEAR
RENT FREEZE

As Dubai innovates and transforms,
Saleem Karsaz, CEO of Aeon & Trisl, says
the proposed halt to rental hikes would
bring valuable stability to the market

The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the publisher nor of the Property Finder Group.
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L

ast year saw the introduction of various economic reforms aimed
at bolstering consumer
and investor sentiment
in the Dubai real estate
market, as well as enhancing its overall attractiveness.
Amidst these initiatives was the
proposal of a three-year rent freeze for
residents. If passed, the new law would
see tenants benefit from the security of
no hike to their annual rent for the first
three years of signing on the dotted line
of their rental contract. A move which
would, no doubt, add confidence and
stability to the market.
Currently, the RERA Rental Price Index exists in governing rental increases
in Dubai, with all increases to rent to fall
within the parameters of the RERA Rental Increase Calculator. If the calculator
shows that current rent paid is within the
stipulated range, no increase is permitted. A tiered framework exists for permitted increases based on factors such as
type of property (residential, commercial
or industrial), freehold or leasehold, villa
or apartment, location and number of
bedrooms.
In the current market, influx in supply
has put pressure on both sales and rental prices. A three-year rent freeze would
assist in stabilising the market but would
not function as a quick fix to oversupply.
Tenants, landlords and investors would
reap the benefits of minimising a fluctuating rental market. Current and future
investors, in particular, would benefit
given rents have been steadily declining.

Instead, they could enjoy a steady fixed
income as well as capital growth and
maximising yield.
UAE resident landlords would also
share in these benefits to guaranteed return on investment. Moreover, landlords
would feel a sense of security once a tenant has committed to a three-year contract, reducing the risk and hassle of find-

“AS A LANDLORD
OR INVESTOR, YOU
ARE GUARANTEED
CONSISTENT
CASHFLOW; AS A
TENANT, YOU CAN
LOCK IN THREE
YEARS OF FIXED
EXPENDITURE”
ing a new tenant in a fluctuating market.
Whilst the market is slowly correcting, it
can be expected that rents will continue
to drop in most areas of Dubai, though
perhaps at a slower pace. With such declines, the rate of tenants taking advantage of these market conditions to move
and upgrade, has increased significantly.
Tenants, on the other hand, would
also gain from the initiative as they can
budget for the long-term. Significant ad-

ditional overheads are involved with the
decision to move and relocate in Dubai.
With certainty of rent, tenants would benefit from the assurance they would be
unlikely to need to budget for these costs
in the short to medium term.
Although this proposed law hasn’t
been considered for the commercial
market, it’s worth noting how much the
retail sector could gain from this initiative
in terms of rental increases, disproportionate to market conditions. A key issue
and source of conflict between retail and
mall owners in Dubai.
This proposal would bring peace of
mind, all round. As a landlord or investor,
you are guaranteed consistent cashflow;
as a tenant, you can lock in three years of
fixed expenditure.
With Expo 2020 in full force in attracting foreign investors to the region, the
approved changes to long term residency and foreign ownership, the decision to
freeze rents is guaranteed to provide further boost to the economy. All measures
go hand in hand in positively influencing
the market in making the city a permanent home for expats, rather than a transient place of residence.
The market has evolved and matured significantly over the course of the
last decade. This proposal, if passed,
would bring further optimistic impact
to the market’s growth outlook. The city
is transforming and innovating; Expo
2020 is on the horizon and is expected
to drive higher demand and stability in
rents, which can only boost the country’s
attractiveness as a destination for longterm investment.
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ROLF BENZ:
CATCHES THE
EYE AND
NEVER LETS GO
Long-established German designer Rolf Benz
is one of the best known manufacturers of
premium upholstered furniture in Europe. The
brand is synonymous with innovative design,
superbly handcrafted quality and comfort.
With each individual piece, Rolf Benz aims to
create the unique space we long for – our own
personal sanctuary

DECOR

VOLO COUCH
The elegant composition of super-soft cushions, fine
covered framework and graceful feet, means it appears to
float in the room. Whether as a single or a sectional sofa, it
can be perfectly adapted with a range of design options
Price: Available on request

ROLF BENZ 932 COFFEE TABLE
With its finely rounded tabletop and smooth
steel tubing frame, this coffee table brings an
additional sensory aesthetic to your living room
Price: Available on request

“Satisfying discerning
demands in terms of
comfort”
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ROLF BENZ 923 SIDE TABLE
This two-tier shelving unit provides an
especially practical storage surface for the back
or side of your sofa
Price: Available on request
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ROLF BENZ 907 CLOTHES RACK
Boasting an attractive clothes rack and elegant mirror,
this piece endeavours to simplify life
Price: Available on request

SONO BED
A true piece of art. At first glance, the eyes
are immediately drawn to the headboard,
with its strikingly beautiful workmanship and
lavish diamond-shaped gathering
Price: Available on request

ROLF BENZ 918 BENCH
This upholstered bench is as practical as it
is beautiful and is the perfect companion to
the Sono bed
Price: Available on request

‘Blissful cocooning...’

ROLF BENZ 916 BEDSIDE TABLE
This dependable bedside companion is a true
delight with its soft-close mechanism and felt
inlay. The body, frame and drawer front are made
from solid wood
Price: Available on request
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COUNTRY FOCUS

DISCOVER THE
MAGIC OF
BHUTAN
TEXT: EMMA PROCTER

As Lonely Planet names the
Kingdom the best country
to visit in 2020, Prestige
looks closer at this isolated
piece of Himalayan paradise
where all paths lead to
enlightenment

W
Taktshang Goemba, Tiger Nest monastery, Bhutan | Image: Shutterstock
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e’re into a new year, indeed a new decade,
and one thing is guaranteed: lists. Lots
and lots of lists.
But among the ‘hot fashion trends to
watch’ and ‘best new Hollywood actors’
rundowns, the Lonely Planet top travel
destinations for the year is one that grabs
a lot of attention.
That’s because the locations the site’s
travel experts select, using their own
tough criteria, can shape tourism trends – often increasing or
decreasing fortunes. And this year they are shining a light on the
mysterious little nation of Bhutan, giving it the top slot.
You’ve probably heard of Bhutan, but even if you’re an experienced traveller you might struggle to find it on a map. Considered to be part of South Asia, it exists in a sliver of isolated
space, surrounded by the Himalayas and sandwiched between
India and Tibet, just east of Nepal and north of Bangladesh.
Long cut off from the outside world, Bhutan only began to
open to outsiders in the 1970’s. Although state-controlled tours
are now possible, the Kingdom has deliberately remained aloof
to protect old traditions; only selective tourism is encouraged.
For example, the cost to visit Bhutan is set quite high compared
to its neighbours, at least US $250 per day (AED920).
But don’t think of the place as backwards, in some ways the
country is way ahead of the rest of the world. For a start, Bhutan
punches well above its weight when it comes to sustainability
and is already the world’s only carbon-negative country. It is also
set to become the first fully organic nation by 2020.
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“BHUTAN PUNCHES WELL
ABOVE ITS WEIGHT WHEN IT
COMES TO SUSTAINABILITY
AND IS ALREADY THE
WORLD’S ONLY CARBONNEGATIVE COUNTRY”

A FLIGHT LIKE NO
OTHER

Golden statues of Buddhist deity | Image: Shutterstock
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For those lucky enough to visit, the journey to get there is an
experience in itself. With only a few pilots in the world trained
to navigate an aircraft through the narrow mountain terrain
towards Paro International Airport, passengers get to see
dramatic fertile valleys and blue pine forests while taking in
Mount Everest, Mount Kanchenjunga and Mount Gangkhar
Puensum, which is the highest unclimbed mountain in the
world at 7,570 metres.
The single runway airport at Paro is in a deep valley and is
surrounded by sharp peaks of up to 5,490 metres. Planes must
weave by the dozens of houses that are scattered across the
mountainside, often coming within feet of clipping the roofs.
Known as the most dangerous landing in the world, those with
a fear of flying need not apply.
But if you do brave the hair-raising trip, you will catch a
glimpse of the famous Tiger’s Nest Monastery constructed in
1692. It is a sacred Buddhist temple complex that clings to the
side of a sheer cliff “like a gecko” – as the Bhutanese say. It’s
an Instagrammer’s dream.

COUNTRY FOCUS

HEAVENLY
RETREATS

It may come as something of a surprise
that despite being new to the tourism
game, Bhutan nonetheless has a range
of excellent hotels and resorts.
For those seeking a rejuvenating stay,
at the elegant and sprawling Bhutan
Spirit Sanctuary guests can unwind in
style, relaxing in the wellness area which
includes a hammam, hot tub and sauna,
and a beautiful garden with stunning
mountain backdrop.
Another option a few miles away is
the pristine Le Meridien Paro Riverfront
located close to the airport. This stylish
resort is popular with couples and business travellers alike due to its picturesque waterside location and amenities
that include the Explore Spa, an indoor
heated pool, as well as two top restaurants Bamboo Chic and Latest Recipe.
To experience a stay deeper into

Bhutan, just a half-day drive to the west
of Paro is the gorgeous Haa Valley. Although fewer than 10 percent of visitors
to Bhutan ever make it there, this little
province holds a magical secret. In season, botanists from across the globe
come to the exposed alpine meadows to
witness the rare mountain blue poppy in
bloom. There are also yellow, white and
red poppies, some of which are found
only in Haa. The only time you can catch
these celebrated plants in full glory is
from mid-June to late July, when the
thunder in the Land of the Thunder Dragon comes mainly from monsoons.
The chic Druk Hotel in the capital of
Thimphu sits close to the Haa Valley and
is a good choice for tourists with lovely
traditionally styled rooms and a high
quality, personalised service.

View of Thimphu City

STEPPING INTO
THE PRESENT

The Bhutanese name for Bhutan is Druk
Yul and means “Land of the Thunder
Dragon,” and the dragon appears on the
national flag. But it has been known by
many names over the centuries, including Lho Jong (The Valleys of the South);
Lho Jong Men Jong (The Southern Valleys of Medicinal Herbs); and Lho Mon
Tsenden Jong (Sandalwood Country).
It’s a place that guards its history and
cultural traditions fiercely, only gradually
opening its arms to the rest of world. In
a push to modernise, the King of Bhutan
finally allowed television and internet
access into the country in 1999. Bhutan was among the last countries in the
world to adopt television and a few channels are now received from neighbouring
India.
The country’s strict ‘high-value,
low-impact’ tourism policy – compelling travellers to pay the daily fee just to
set foot in its pine scented, monastery
crowned hills – has meant visitors get a

chance to walk along mountain trails unsullied by litter, in the company of people
whose Buddhist beliefs put them uniquely in tune with their environment.
Yet Bhutan’s economy is growing
rapidly. Its currency, the ngultrum, benefits from being fixed to the Indian rupee
— which is also widely accepted, thus
attracting a lot of Indian visitors. Most
people visit Bhutan using a licensed tour
company, or at least a private guide that
can help facilitate any paperwork.
As the only Vajrayana Buddhist nation
on the planet (a form of Buddhism based
on a complex philosophical and ritual
system meant to provide a path towards
enlightenment) explorers will discover a
magnificently rugged terrain and tranquil
atmosphere.
There’s a reason that Bhutanese locals joke about their production of “Gross
National Happiness” or GNH, rather than
GDP.

Small building on the way to Taktshang Goemba

Images from Shutterstock
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“IN SEASON,
BOTANISTS FROM
ACROSS THE GLOBE
COME TO THE
EXPOSED ALPINE
MEADOWS TO
WITNESS THE RARE
MOUNTAIN BLUE
POPPY IN BLOOM”

Traditional drying of chilis

Hand-weaving of traditional fabric

Blue poppies in bloom

FOOD WITH
A ZING

Most of the big hotels in Bhutan offer
standard European fare, so it’s essential
if you visit to seek out traditional eateries
to sample the famous salty tea and tiny
dumplings called momo, filled with meat
or cheese. There is also zow, cold roasted rice sometimes mixed with tiny red
amaranthus seeds, and the famed yak
cheese, dried on a string.
In general, however, Bhutanese cuisine is strictly for chilli lovers. Classic
dishes include strips of fat with chilli,
giant white radishes with chilli, and yak
cheese with – you guessed it – chilli. If
you visit the country in autumn as you
come in to land you will see the roof of
every house is bright red with chillies drying in the sun. You have been warned.
Bhutan might be known as a spiritual
destination, but another surprise is a
rather vibrant nightlife – notably in buzzing Thimphu. Here there are lots of pubs
serving local brews, as well as the usual
international brands, and most serve local food and play live music. There are
several dance clubs in Bhutan too and
the parties start around midnight. The
vibe is exhilarating, but the evenings
don’t last long, and each club has its own
strict timings.

A FINE
BALANCE

Although outlets such as Lonely Planet
are highlighting the beauty and charm of
Bhutan, there is a widespread commitment to protect the serenity of its Buddhist palaces, temples and monasteries
— places where people can go and seek
solace.
Last summer, a video made by Indian actor Siddhant Karnick in which he
called out an Indian tourist group for being noisy at a Buddhist memorial site in
Bhutan, went viral. In a media interview
afterwards, Karnick said he would support steps to restrict mass tourism so
that Bhutan can continue maintaining its
balance between mankind and nature.
“We need some places like Bhutan in
the world,” he said.
Indeed, we do.

Traditional dumpling momos

Images from Shutterstock
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Traditional dance and colors in Mongar
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LISTINGS MOROCCO

1 MAD = 0.10 USD

GOLF COURSE
VILLA

LUSH LEAFY
SURROUNDINGS

Amelkis, Marrakech, Morocco

Agadir Road, Essaouira, Morocco

Located in the heart of the Marrakech Palm Grove, Amelkis Resort
is a luxury residential complex alongside an equally luxurious golf
course. The development offers residents the best of both worlds;
the tranquility of a quiet golfing community and the exotic open-air
delights of a world-renowned tourist destination. This 6-bedroom
villa provides both comfort and high-quality living with ample living
space and a private garden complete with swimming pool.

This beautiful villa nestled amongst lush leafy surroundings
defines tranquility and serenity. Featuring 4 bedrooms and a triple
living area, this spacious and airy home is perfect for family living.
A rooftop terrace offering panoramic sea views is a highlight of
this property.

6 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • fully-fitted kitchen • private
swimming pool • private garden • views of the golf course
hammam • built-up area: 9,688 sq. ft
Asking Price: MAD 22,550,000
Contact: Marrakech Opportunity
T: +212 06 35 85 49 89
E: marrakesh.opportunity@gmail.com
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4 bedrooms • 4 bathrooms • triple living room • fullyfitted kitchen • private 12m swimming pool • rooftop
terrace • sea views • built-up area: 4,198 sq. ft.
Asking Price: MAD 10,260,000
Contact: Kawtar Immobilier
T: +212 06 61 97 69 06
E: contact@kawtarimmobilier.com
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LISTINGS BAHRAIN

1 BHD = 2.65 USD

MODERN AND
SOPHISTICATED

URBAN LIVING

Seef, Capital Governorate,
Kingdom of Bahrain

Janabiya, Northern Governorate,
Kingdom of Bahrain

This spacious 2-bedroom apartment is situated in Al Seef District,
the most prominent commercial, tourist and leisure destination in
Manama. This spacious, high-end apartment is modern and practical
in design and evokes a calm yet vibrant atmosphere. With a range of
facilities on offer such as concierge services, a state-of-the art-gym
and roof top pool, residents can enjoy convenience at the highest
standard with unmatched contemporary lifestyle.

Set within an exclusive gated community with beautifully landscaped
gardens, this collection of homes offers luxurious living in the
highly sought-after location of Janabiya. Plumeria Greens has
been meticulously designed to exceed the expectations of today’s
sophisticated home buyer in terms of location, quality, interior
specification and sustainability. A collection of 4 to 5-bedroom villas
are available, each showcasing modern furnishings and amenities
throughout and finished to the highest standard.

2 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • fully-fitted kitchen • balcony
access to pool and gym facilities • covered parking • builtup area: 1,399 sq. ft
Asking Price: BHD 101,000
Contact: Huda Haji
T: +973 33 537 117
E: h.hajee@thecourtyard.bh
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4 or 5 bedroom options available • maids room • drivers
rooms • full-fitted kitchen • balcony • private garden
private swimming pool • covered parking • built-up area:
starting from 5,888 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from BHD 409,000
Contact: Hussain Kadhem
T: +973 36 006 004
E: hussain@asilgroupme.com
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LISTINGS LEBANON

LISTINGS LEBANON

SERENE
SURROUNDINGS

COSMOPOLITAN
LIFESTYLE

Ras Beirut 2099,
Beirut, Lebanon

Monsef, Jbeil,
Mount Lebanon

The concept of space is changing all over the world. The global trend
of smaller apartments has come to the heart of Beirut. This upscale
apartment building features a striking external façade with plants
on every floor to bring greenery to the city. A collection of modern
apartments and duplex lofts are available, each boasting cosmopolitan
interior design and ambience reflecting a high standard of living.

Monsif 1053 is a luxury residential gated community situated
amongst calm and serene surroundings offering unobstructed valley,
sea and mountain views. To take full advantage of the stunning vistas
this property offers, floor-to-ceiling glass windows and facades feature
throughout as well as a spacious balcony. This 3-bedroom duplex also
features high-quality internal finishes of Italian ceramic tiling in the
entrance, living and dining area and bathrooms.

2 to 3 bedroom options available • duplex lofts available • various floor
plans and layouts on offer • fully-fitted kitchens • superior marble and
ceramic tiles throughout • spacious living and dining areas • balconies
terraces • private gardens • access to gym and swimming pool
facilities • built-up area: starting from 1,184 sq. ft
Asking Price: Starting from USD 495,000
Contact: Cityscape Development
T: +961 76 999 662
E: info@cityscapelb.com
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3 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • fully-fitted kitchen • spacious living and
dining area • floor to ceiling windows • balcony • sea and mountain
views • covered parking • built-up area: 1,722 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from USD 184,000
Contact: Eid Rockville
T: +961 70 286 330
E: joey.eid@hotmail.com
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LISTINGS EGYPT

1 EGP = 0.062 USD

VIEWS OF
UPTOWN CAIRO

GOLF COURSE
VILLA

Alba Spendia, Uptown Cairo, Egypt

Katameya Heights Golf & Tennis
Resort, New Cairo, Egypt

This 4-bedroom villa is situated in the serene community of Alba
Spendia and offers an elevated view over Uptown Cairo and the
Uptown Golf course. High quality finishes feature throughout the
property including floor-to-ceiling windows and an ornate style
staircase which acts as the centerpiece of the living area. The
complex itself includes a shopping center as well as a number
of recreational and sports facilities allowing residents to enjoy
suburban tranquility with city center convenience.

Situated in New Cairo City, with the pioneering vision to turn the
desert sand into lush green rolling hills, Katameya Heights Golf &
Tennis Resort became the first commercial venture to combine golf
and real estate in Egypt. With a beautifully designed golf course,
and luxurious villas; Katameya Heights has influenced the corporate
landscape of Cairo. This 5-bedroom, villa features a private pool,
spacious garden and outdoors area perfect for entertaining.

4 bedrooms • 4 bathrooms • maids room • fully-fitted
kitchen • private garden • private swimming pool • covered
parking • built-up area: 3,929 sq. ft.
Asking Price: EGP 16,900,000
Contact: Ahmed Abdel Fadil
T: +20 12 266 00677
E: info@platinum-egypt.com
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5 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • maids room • 2 balconies
private swimming pool • private garden • covered parking
access to all Katameya Heights Golf & Tennis Resort
facilities • built-up area: 11,303 sq. ft.
Asking Price: EGP 40,000,000
Contact: Mohamed Yehia
T: +20 11 062 900008
E: myehia577@gmail.com
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LISTINGS SAUDI ARABIA

1 SAR = 0.27 USD

STYLISH CITY
LIVING

TRANQUILITY
AND COMFORT

Al Ulaya, Al Khubar,
Saudi Arabia

Al Yasmin, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia

Strategically located in the heart of Khobar on the Arabian Gulf Coast,
the Saraya Olaya Towers are contemporary in design and offer an
elegant and understated lifestyle. Featuring spacious living and dining
areas as well as access to top of the range leisure facilities, this villa is
perfect for family living.

The Amjal Jasmine Villas are more than just a place to live, they are an
oasis of tranquility and comfort. The villas offer spacious living areas,
a contemporary fully-fitted kitchen and modern bathrooms. A private
garden provides all the space needed to completely unwind.

3 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • maids room • fully-fitted kitchen
sea views • access to gym and pool facilities • covered parking
built-up area: 2,530 sq. ft.
Asking Price: SAR 1,2000,000
Contact: Omar Awais
T: +966 594597773
E: oawais@darwaemaar.com
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4 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • maids room • 3 large living rooms
balcony • private garden • private swimming pool • covered parking
built-up area: 5,124 sq. ft.
Asking Price: SAR 2,541,250
Contact: Sultan AlRaie
T: +966 539100607
E: sultan@amjal.com
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VELOCITY

THE KING OF
THE NIGHT
TEXT: K. SAVAGE
IMAGES: ROLLS-ROYCE MOTOR CARS LIMITED

Be afraid, be very afraid...
Rolls-Royce rounds out its Black
Badge line-up with a powerful,
brooding Cullinan
ust when you thought
the Rolls-Royce
Cullinan couldn’t get any
more imposing, the
company introduces the
Black Badge version.
This audacious take on
an already impressive
SUV brings the Cullinan to the same level
as Rolls-Royce’s other Black Badge models – the Dawn, Wraith, and Ghost before it – with a new expression and more
power.
“Black Badge reflects the desires of
a distinct group of Rolls-Royce clients:
men and women who take risks, break
rules and build success on their own
terms,” explained Torsten Müller-Ötvös,
Rolls-Royce’s Chief Executive Officer.
“Indeed, before we launched Black
Badge in 2016 the idea of creating a
product that would satisfy this subversive cohort – that is highly dynamic and
wilfully rebellious in aesthetic – caused
a great deal of internal debate. However,
once the marque’s designers, engineers
and craftspeople began pursuing this
dramatic alter ego, it became clear that
these motor cars could not only exist
comfortably beneath this revered and
historic brand, but they would define a
new space within the super-luxury market. In this spirit, the time has come for
Rolls-Royce’s boldest and darkest expression of Black Badge yet. The King of
the Night, Black Badge Cullinan.”
Rolls-Royce debuted Black Badge
with Wraith and Ghost in 2016, followed
by the Dawn convertible in 2017. Today,
the family is completed with the introduction of the Cullinan: the darkest and
most urban statement of Black Badge
yet – a concept that, whatever the PR
fluff says, was introduced to dissuade
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owners from customising their own cars,
particularly in the US. Slightly more agile
in the handling department, slightly more
honed and darker in every sense of the
word, Black Badge was a gamble for the
conservative company that may have
alienated its older, traditional buyers but
struck a more anarchistic chord with a
younger, more daring demographic.
Cullinan in its ‘silver badge’ guise, was
launched to global acclaim in 2018, immediately becoming the world’s pinnacle
super-luxury SUV. Combining luxury in its
purest form with genuine practicality and
off-road capability, Cullinan unequivocally delivered on the promise of an experience that is “effortless, everywhere”.
The Rolls-Royce of SUVs did much to
reach a new group of clients looking for
unfettered access to the world’s wildest
places and most enriching experiences.
Yet, within this group exists a subset
of individuals who seek to subvert the
motor car’s domineering presence by
permanently cloaking it in the night. Cullinan has conquered the world’s wildest
reaches. Now it is time for Black Badge
Cullinan to conquer new urban frontiers.
While clients can draw on the
marque’s 44,000 ‘ready to wear’ paint
options or commission an entirely individual Bespoke hue, it is anticipated that
many will opt for Black Badge’s signature
Black. Multiple layers of paint and lacquer
are meticulously applied and hand-polished 10 times at Rolls-Royce’s factory
in Goodwood, West Sussex, representing
(so the company claims) the most comprehensive surface finish process ever
applied to a solid paint colour. The depth
and intensity of Black Badge Cullinan’s
coachwork serves as the perfect canvas
upon which to throw a contrasting hand
painted coach line into stark relief.
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VELOCITY
“EACH LEAF OF CARBON-FIBRE
IS FINISHED WITH SIX COATS OF
LACQUER BEFORE BEING LEFT TO
CURE FOR 72 HOURS THEN HANDPOLISHED TO ROLLS-ROYCE’S
HALLMARK MIRROR FINISH”

This transformation pervades the
‘Double R’ badge on the front, flanks and
aft invert to become silver-on-black, while
chrome surfaces such as the front grille
surround, side frame finishers, boot handle, boot trim, lower air inlet finisher and
exhaust pipes are darkened. While they
appear black, the vertical grille bars remain polished, reflecting the blackened
surfaces that surround them to add a
frisson of movement that hints at the
Cullinan’s dynamic intent.
The overall effect artfully simplifies
and enlarges the gargantuan SUV’s exterior design graphics, emphasising its imposing proportions and confident stance.
This is further dramatised by all-new 22inch forged alloy wheels, reserved exclusively for Black Badge Cullinan. Designed
in the Black Badge house style, the gearlike graphic emphasises the model’s vast
reserves of power while also recalling an
infinitely occurring lemniscate.
The gloss black and polished design
also creates the perfect stage for the
marque’s first ever coloured brake calliper. The high gloss red paint has been
specifically developed to withstand the
rigours of elevated temperatures generated by the uprated braking system while
still offering a perfectly smooth finish befitting of Rolls-Royce.
Ordinarily, great efforts are expelled

to distance occupants from a RollsRoyce’s mechanical function. However,
the company’s colour and trim experts
gently sensationalised the engineering
substance of Black Badge, seamlessly
blending superlative comfort, bold aesthetics, advanced materials and precise,
meticulous craftsmanship.    
This ethos is perfectly embodied by
Black Badge Cullinan’s Technical Carbon
veneer. In the spirit of Sir Henry Royce’s
founding philosophy: “When it does not
exist, design it”, a collaboration between
the marque’s designers, engineers and
craftspeople saw the creation of a new
luxury material.
Inspired by masterpieces of urban
architecture, a naked-weave carbon-fibre finish has been developed to create
highly accurate repeating geometrical
shapes that produce a powerful three-dimensional effect.
Each layer of carbon-fibre is finished
with six coats of lacquer before being
left to cure for 72 hours before being
hand-polished to Rolls-Royce’s hallmark
mirror finish. This process takes 21 days
and is only deemed complete once every
piece is inspected by a craftsperson to
ensure complete reflective uniformity
across each of the 23 pieces within the
car.
Rolls-Royce’s ‘Starlight’ headliner has
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become synonymous with the brand and
here it’s presented in fine black leather,
handwoven with 1344 fibre optic lights. It
is a true reflection of the sky at night and
incorporates eight brilliant white shooting stars that dart at random, predominantly over the front occupants, subtly
acknowledging the model’s owner-driver
appeal.
Anyone considering a Black Badge
Cullinan can benefit from a near-infinitely
configurable interior colour palette. Clients often use interior space as a stage
to create dramatic, high contrast colourways, so Cullinan Rolls-Royce’s colour
and trim designers created a bold new
leather colour, Forge Yellow, to offer as
part of the brand’s curated collection. As
with all leather colours, this can be commissioned for the car’s Viewing Suite or
incorporated into the design of a highly
Bespoke ‘Recreation Module’ tailored to
the buyer’s exacting specification.
A final touch completes the interior
seating: the Infinity lemniscate motif is
embroidered into the fold-down rear armrest as an elegant reminder of the power
contained within. This simple but potent
symbol is also incorporated in the illuminated treadplates and engraved on the
brushed and darkened steel clock case.
Red-tipped clock hands and instrument
display needles also serve as a discreet

reminder of the dynamic prowess possessed by Black Badge models.
Key to the visceral thrill of Black
Badge Cullinan is what Rolls-Royce refers to as the ‘Architecture of Luxury’, its
proprietary all-aluminium architecture
that debuted with the new Phantom. The
sub-structure not only delivers extraordinary body stiffness, but its flexibility and
scalability allowed it to be fitted with allwheel drive and four-wheel steering in its
standard guise. These dynamic features
have been comprehensively exploited
and re-engineered for Black Badge while
retaining the peerless quality of ride that
has driven Rolls-Royce’s success.
The structure has been engineered
to meet size and weight requirements of
different propulsion systems. When the
driver presses the ‘Low’ button situated
on the gear selection stalk, they unlock
the car’s full suite of technologies. This is
evidenced by the proud amplification of
the 6.75-litre twin-turbocharged V12 engine through an entirely new exhaust system, announcing its arrival with a deep,
authoritative basso profundo.
Rolls-Royce thought it unnecessary
to change the engine’s ample internal
capacity, however its flexibility has been
exploited to generate an extra 29 horsepower achieving a total output of 600hp.

Torque is up too, with the addition of a
further 50Nm of twist, bringing the total
to 900Nm.
A bespoke transmission and throttle treatment create a sense of urgency
without ever undermining its peerage,
while the drivetrain, eight-speed automatic gearbox and changes to suspension components and settings, all
seamlessly combine to ensure an appropriate balance between dynamism and
refinement. The result is an extremely
well-mannered tourer at low speeds and
a vivid driving machine when pressed.
Any Black Badge Rolls-Royce is an
undeniably desirable automobile, offering just a little bit more bite and attitude
but with enough subtlety to prevent anyone being able to label it a chav. That the
Cullinan would get the same treatment
was inevitable but it’s testament to the
success of the concept.
Rolls-Royce’s first SUV has been a
controversy since it was first mooted but
the intention was to make this storied
brand appealing to a younger market –
to ignore it would have been senseless
and in Black Badge trim the Cullinan becomes an even more attractive proposition for those well at heel with a heightened sense of adventure.

BLACK BADGE CULLINAN
SPECIFICATIONS
PRICE

On commission

ENGINE

6.75-litre, twinturbocharged V12

GEARBOX

Eight-speed automatic

POWER

600hp @ 5,250 rpm

TORQUE

900 Nm @ 1,700 rpm

TOP SPEED

250 kph (governed)

ACCELERATION

0-100kph in 5.1 seconds

RIVALS

It’s kinda out there
on its own, a bit like
Batman
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DUBICARS
SAAD IDAN MOTORS

MOHAMMAD AL KARAK

Mercedes-Benz S 63 AMG 4 Matic
YEAR

2019

KM

11,732

AED

550,000

CONTACT

+971 54 440 4658

LEVANT AUTO TRADING

2018

KM

20,000

YEAR

2017

KM

65,000

AED

549,000

CONTACT

+971 52 833 9462

BLITZ MOTORS

Toyota Supra GR

Porsche 911 GT3
YEAR

Bentley Bentayga

445,000

CONTACT

+971 52 611 1107

111 USED CARS

YEAR

2020

KM

0

Ask for price

CONTACT

+971 54 440 0938

LEVANT AUTO TRADING

ROYAL MOTORS
Mercedes-Benz G 63 AMG
YEAR

2020

KM

0,000

AED

940,000

CONTACT

+971 50 341 1998

Rolls-Royce Wraith
YEAR
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2017

KM

57,843

AED

Land Rover Range Rover Velar P380 HSE
899,000

CONTACT

+971 55 808 8881

YEAR

2018

KM

16,700

AED

285,000

CONTACT

+971 52 611 1107
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DUBICARS
SAAD IDAN MOTORS

MOHAMMAD AL KARAK

Mercedes-Benz S 350 D 4Matic
YEAR

2019

KM

10,000

AED

290,000

CONTACT

Lamborghini Gallardo
+971 54 440 4658

PHILIPPINE CAR SHOWROOM

Land Rover Discovery
YEAR

2017

KM

0

AED

149,500

YEAR

2012

KM

60,000

AED

269,000

CONTACT

+971 52 833 9462

LEVANT AUTO TRADING

Ferrari 488 PISTA
CONTACT

+971 55 505 1882

YEAR

2019

KM

0

AED

1,550,000

CONTACT

+971 52 611 1107

AL MIRAGE MOTORS

AL MIRAGE MOTORS

111 USED CARS
Bentley Bentayga W12
YEAR

2018

KM

15,000

AED

840,000

CONTACT

+971 55 808 8881

YEAR
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BMW 730 Li

Cadillac Escalade
2019

KM

0

Ask for price

CONTACT

+971 50 655 5011

YEAR

2020

KM

1,300

AED

328,000

CONTACT

+971 50 655 5011
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A World of Sophisticated Beauty
Armani Hotel Dubai brings to life the “Stay with Armani” philosophy
delivering a genuine home approach and a unique lifestyle experience
ww.armanihoteldubai.com
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